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Sharity is Community Chest's pink elephant mascot. Sharity 
(a jolly name coined from “share" and “charity") is caring, 
helpful and giving. He may look different but his courage and 
warmth have touched many.

Lee Seow Ser is an author, editor, lawyer and mother of two. She 
believes that a grateful person will always be happy. 

Tan Ai Khim is an arts educator and designer. She believes that art 
is the highest form of human expression.
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There is a school

named KOALA,

where pupils play

and mix like masala.
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Built by Sharity

and his helpful team,

Sekolah KOALA

sits by a quiet stream.





A school for

Kids-Of-All-Learning-Abilities,

Sekolah KOALA is

like one big family.
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Sharity the Elephant 

is big. 

Flappy the Pigeon 

is small. 

Sekolah KOALA

warmly welcomes all.
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KOALA
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Buddy the Dog 

runs fast. 

Spikey the Hedgehog 

takes his time. 

The pupils are caring

and leave no one behind.

takes his time. 

and leave no one behind.
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Some use wheelchairs

or walking aids 

for support. 

Others use hearing aids

to listen to people talk.





Sharity and 

Felicity the Cat

build a special tent.

If anyone needs 

a quiet space,

he can set up camp.
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During recess, to the

canteen everyone flocks. 

When a food tray drops,

“PLINK! PLONK!”

Spikey has a shock!
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PLINK!
PLONK!



Spikey is scared.

He does not wish to talk. 

Sharity comforts him

and does not mock.
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KOALA



Friends lend

a helping hand,

say less of “Cannot”,

more of “Can”!
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“I think your heart

has a little dent. 

Come Spikey, let’s go

to the special tent.”
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Relaxed by the music

of the soothing stream,

Spikey starts to colour,

doodle and dream.
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Spikey feels much better

after a while. 

Sharity is happy

to see Spikey smile.
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Sharity,

generous and giving,

happily treats everyone

to some ice cream!
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Like Sharity

who cares so deep,

we too can plant

many caring seeds.
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For seeds to grow

big in empathy,

it all starts small

with you and me.
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Glossary

Sekolah (in Malay)
School

Masala (in Tamil)
Mixture of spices used in Indian cooking

Empathy
Understanding how others feel



Glossary

Sekolah (in Malay)
School

Masala (in Tamil)
Mixture of spices used in Indian cooking

Empathy
Understanding how others feel

Mock
To tease in an unkind way

Hearing Aid
An object to help one hear better

Wheelchair
A special chair on wheels that allows someone who is 
unable to walk to move around

Glossary
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Buddy Felicity Sharity  Cheeky Spikey FlappyBuddy Felicity Sharity  Cheeky Spikey Flappy

Care Deeply
Share Freely

with Sharity and Friends



How do you

care for

your friends

with different needs?

www.comchest.gov.sg/inclusivereadingwithallfriends





Disclaimer:
Efforts have been made to ensure optimal Braille accuracy, but the Braille dots may
not be fully or accurately represented due to limitations posed by current technology.
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Age 5 and above.

An Initiative byPublished by

Sekolah KOALA

What kind of school did Sharity the Elephant help
build for his friends with different abilities? Learn 
about Sekolah KOALA in this special book with 
dyslexia-friendly font, Braille and tactile pictures.


